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Soap Making Many of us have dreamed of making our own soap but not had the courage to do so for one
reason or another. We’re told that it’s very dangerous and too complicated to get right. This guide is here to
tell you otherwise and get you set on the home soap making path with comprehensive advice on how to make
perfect soap at home. The truth is that soap making is an extremely simple process that requires the use of one
tricky substance and there are hundreds of errors to avoid if you want a smooth bar of soap anyone will want
to put on their skin. To get you to that bar of soap we give you guidance on every element of the soap making
process and detailed step-by-step instructions on how to make your own. By the end you’ll be able to come up
with your own recipes, put your own style in your soap, and make soap safely in your home with confidence.
Learn the chemical process that turns a fat or oil into a bar of the squishy stuff that will get dirt of your body.
We’ll teach you how the most popular methods of home soap making work, which is best for you, and how to

determine the soap making values of any fat you want to use. Stay safe with suggestions and tips for safely
handling lye or caustic soda so you can put in all your favorite swirls and patterns without worrying about
irritating your skin. Keep your kitchen pet and child friendly during the making and curing process. Want all
natural soap free of allergens and unethical products like palm oil? We’ll tell you about the best ways to color
and fragrance your soap using organic and natural products. If you’re into using synthetics for those popping
colors we’ve got you covered as well. Discover how to craft the ideal soap recipe with information of
superfats, avoiding common problems like dreaded orange spots, how to make sure your soap has a long shelf
life, and how to get the most out of curing your soap. Not sure what you need to make soap or worried it will
cost you a packet? We’ll give you a rundown of the essential equipment required for making soap hassle free
and how to save money on buying oils and lye. Once you’ve mastered all the little elements of soap making
the process of creating the soap couldn’t be easier. We’ve got detailed step-by-step instructions for making
both cold process and hot process soap. Do the right thing every step of the way and avoid being left with any
questions about when to add the colors and whether you should insulate your soap or not.
Impress family and friends by making your own soap at home. Make custom products that are suited to your
own tastes and invent your own amazing flavors and creations. The world of home soap making is a big one
and it is a world that many are happy to get lost in searching for that perfect bar of soap. It’s time to leave your
own mark on this soapy legacy.

